Anterior Temporal Approach and Clipping of a High-Riding Basilar Tip Aneurysm: Case Report and Review of the Surgical Technique

Abstract
Basilar apex aneurysms constitute 5%–8% of all intracranial aneurysms. Microsurgical clipping of basilar tip aneurysms is still advocated for as it is safe, especially for unruptured basilar tip aneurysms which have a low risk of postoperative mortality or morbidity. Careful patient preparation is needed preoperatively because the risk of intraoperative rupture is significant. Good surgical techniques should be applied. The skill will need to be preserved as endovascular surgery becomes more popular. This is a case of basilar tip aneurysm managed by clipping through the anterior temporal approach, followed by a review of the literature.
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Introduction
Basilar tip aneurysms are one of the most complex vascular lesions to treat surgically because of their location, depth of the approach, and close proximity of vital neurovascular structures such as the mesencephalon, cranial nerves, major vessels, and perforating arteries to the thalamus. In the last few years, there has been a shift from microsurgical clipping to endovascular therapy in patients with basilar apex aneurysm. Part of this phenomenon has been related to the risk of intraoperative rupture and the risk of vital perforators like the thalamobasilar to be involved in the aneurysm dissection and clipping, resulting in unfavorable outcomes.

Microsurgical clipping of basilar tip aneurysms is considered safe in unruptured basilar tip aneurysms with a low risk of postoperative mortality or morbidity, especially with the use of advanced preoperative planning investigations such as digital subtraction angiography, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) angiography, as well as computational flow dynamics. Intraoperative multimodality patient monitoring such as intraoperative neuromonitoring, neuroendoscopy, indocyanine green (ICG) angiography, and digital intraoperative angiography (DIVA) have increased the safety of the procedure. It also offers a more permanent solution with less risk of recurrence after good tip obliteration. The durability of aneurysm occlusion remains superior in surgical cases compared to endovascular treatment. Microsurgical clipping is sometimes the only treatment modality available in limited resource settings. The skill will need to be continually preserved.

This report presents a case of a basilar tip aneurysm with detailed description of the surgery until clipping of the aneurysm. This is followed by review of the literature.

Case Report
A 74-year-old female patient presented at our hospital, Banbuntane Hotokukai Hospital, with a progressive headache for over a 5-year period. Her sister had been diagnosed of subarachnoid hemorrhage secondary to a ruptured aneurysm. The patient examination was nonrevealing.

CT scan with contrast revealed a basilar tip aneurysm [Figure 1a]. On further investigation, CT angiography done confirmed the presence of a high-riding aneurysm of the basilar tip measuring 7 mm and high riding at 9.8 mm from the posterior clinoid process and 10 mm from the dorsum sellae, a lateral right paraclinoid aneurysm, and a small right posterior
communicating artery aneurysm. Digital subtraction angiography confirmed the presence of the aneurysms and demonstrated the presence of some perforators around the basilar tip aneurysm [Figure 1b-d]. The paraclinoid aneurysm had a wide neck which would be difficult to treat with coiling [Figure 1e]. The aneurysm of the internal carotid-posterior communication artery bifurcation was blister-like. A decision was made for microsurgical clipping of all the aneurysms in consultation with the patient and her relatives.

The patient was laid supine with the head turned left by 30°, the neck slightly extended, and the head held with the Sugita head holder at about 20° elevation. A curvilinear scalp incision was fashioned 1 cm from the tragus to just across the midline behind the hairline. A frontotemporal osteotomy was performed, and the lesser wing of the sphenoid was drilled away. Extradural anterior clinoidectomy was performed. Bone removal was extended to include a part of the lateral portion of the roof of the orbit and part of the zygomatic bone anteriorly.

The dura was opened from over the removed anterior clinoid process area in a curvilinear fashion, followed by arachnoid dissection to expose the carotid artery. The carotid aneurysm was exposed by sharp arachnoid dissection but was left alone so that it could be clipped last [Figure 2e]. The Sylvian fissure was fully opened by microdissection to expose deep into the suprachiasmatic cistern. From the carotid cistern area, wide arachnoid dissection was performed, extending posterolateral to the carotid artery. The anterior choroidal arteries were reflected medially to expose the posterior cerebral artery. The third nerve was freed by arachnoid dissection up to just beyond the posterior communicating-posterior cerebral arteries junction to get it off the way. Dissection was continued between the posterior cerebral artery and the anterior choroidal arteries to expose the basilar tip. The membrane of Lilliquist was opened. The basilar artery came into view, and the aneurysm was exposed by gentle traction on the mesencephalon. An area free of perforators was identified for possible temporary clipping on the basilar artery in case of need.

The aneurysm dome was noted to be having a thin wall by both the endoscopic and microscopic views [Figure 2a and b]. This was in line with the findings of computational flow dynamics [Figure 1f]. Intraoperative ICG angiography done confirmed the perforators around the wall of the aneurysm [Figure 2c]. The perforators seen close by the aneurysm dome were separated and gently dissected away from the line of clipping [Figure 2d].

An aneurysm clip was carefully applied. The clip release was continued slowly with the aid of the suction catheter in retracting. Some slight bleeding from around the area was controlled using Surgicel, Gelfoam with fibrin glue, and Neovail application with compression for about 7 min. The bleeding seemed to have been caused by pressure of the retraction needed at clip application. The bleeding stopped. DIVA showed complete obliteration of the aneurysm. Neuromonitoring done throughout the operation did not show any adverse changes. The operation was continued with clipping of the other two aneurysms, followed by routine closure.
The patient recovered very well with no deficits and was discharged home. The postoperative MR imaging scan showed no areas of vascular compromise, while angiography showed complete closure of the aneurysm neck [Figure 2f-i].

**Discussion**

Basilar apex aneurysms constitute 5%–8% of all intracranial aneurysms.\(^4\) Complex basilar aneurysms are often difficult to treat by endovascular treatment, and often, treatment failure occurs. Complexity of an aneurysm refers to the features of the aneurysm, including large or giant size aneurysms, high-riding bifurcation, wide dysmorphic base, low bifurcation, dysmorphic posteriorly projecting dome, and therefore, the aneurysm and dolichoectasia.\(^5,6\) Large aneurysms are 11–25 mm in size, while giant aneurysms are >25 mm in size.\(^7\) One of the ways of classifying high-riding basilar tip aneurysms is for high-riding aneurysms to be classified as being 1 cm or greater above the dorsum sellae, making them difficult to access. Our patient’s aneurysm was 10 mm above the dorsum sellae, thereby qualifying it to be a high-riding aneurysm.\(^3\)

The treatment of a patient with multiple aneurysms requires the treating team to consider the patient’s treatment for all aneurysms rather than to focus on one. Our patient had multiple aneurysms. Microsurgical clipping was chosen so that all aneurysms are dealt with at once. Treating the blister-like aneurysm of the internal carotid-posterior communicating artery junction was judged to be best done by clipping.

Cerebral aneurysms in the posterior circulation are known to have a higher rupture risk than those in the anterior circulation. High-flow conditions, characterized by large and concentrated inflow jets, complex and oscillatory flow patterns, and uneven wall shear stress distributions are associated with aneurysm rupture, especially for basilar tip aneurysms.\(^8\) Proper patient preparation is, therefore, very important to prevent catastrophic hemorrhage. A clear understanding of the anatomy is needed prior to embarking on this surgery.

Cerebral angiography has been the cornerstone of the preoperative evaluation of patients with basilar artery aneurysms. Although CT angiography and MR angiography continue to improve, digital subtraction cerebral
angiography remains a crucial element in preoperative evaluation, as it offers higher spatial resolution.[9] The reconstructed images of the aneurysm with related bony surfaces that can be rotated and viewed from multiple angles can help the surgeon to understand an individual patient’s anatomy.[10] A well-prepared patient is one important step for preventing intraoperative complications.

Some studies have documented the anterior temporal approach, which was used in this operation as providing a good view for basilar tip aneurysms. Some difficulties may be faced if the aneurysm is high riding.[11,12] Arachnoid dissection for exposure of the aneurysm can be through the pretemporal or transsylvian approaches.[10,12-14] Both the anterior temporal and the transsylvian approaches were used in this case because of the presence of other aneurysms. It provided a good view of the basilar artery as well as of the aneurysm allowing for the dissection away of perforators.[15]

Use of the neuroendoscope was useful in ensuring the safety of the operation. It provided excellent visualization of the aneurysm, augmenting the three-dimensional microscopic view to give a clearer view and understanding of the aneurysm. It has been documented as an adjunct to increase the rate of complete occlusion of aneurysms. The use of the endoscope prior to clipping is helpful in making sure no perforators are compromised during clipping.[16-18]

Endovascular coil embolization is sometimes preferred in the management of unruptured intracranial aneurysms because it is less invasive than surgical clipping. It is especially preferred for basilar tip aneurysms. However, the long-term risk and durability of coil embolization are not yet fully understood. The frequencies of incomplete occlusion of aneurysms or recurrences are higher after coil embolization than that after surgical clipping.[19,20] In some studies, on the management of basilar tip aneurysms, the majority were being treated via endovascular means, albeit with higher percentage of residual lesions and recurrences. The presence of other aneurysms as was the case in this instance should be considered so that the patient’s aneurysms are all attended to satisfactorily. Microsurgery is appropriate for aneurysms with complex neck morphologies, in young patients desiring a more durable treatment and well as in the elderly with no serious comorbidities.[21,22] Aneurysm clipping remains as the immediately available option in countries without facilities for coiling. The skill will need to be continually preserved.

**Conclusion**

The anterior temporal approach provides good access to high-riding basilar tip aneurysms. Careful patient preparation is an important adjunct to surgery for basilar tip aneurysms. Aneurysm clipping remains as the immediately available option in countries without facilities for coiling. The skill will need to be continually preserved.
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